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Abstract 

In this paper we offer a new approach to analyzing dual exchange rates that highlights the int.eractions of the 
real and financial sectors of the economy._ We model the links between flmys offoreign exchange, the 
availability of working capital, and domestic production. Furthermore, we identify an imperfection that 
justifies the imposition of dual exchange rates. We show that dual exchange rates reduce the impact of 
rmancial disturbances on domestic production, even when leaks between the official and rmancial markets 
exist We also compare dual and flexible exchange rates. We show that the impact effect of a temporary 
rmancial disturbance is lower under the dual rates. However, persistence is greater. Finally, we analyze the 
time inconsistency of dual exchange rate systems. 

*Columbia University, Department of Economics, International Affairs Building, New York, NY 10027. I 
thank Rudi Dornbusch, Stan Fischer and Paul Krugman for their comments. 



I. Introduction. 

Dual exchange rate systems have been widely adopted as a means to limit the extent 

of financial flows. 1 Yet there is no consensus among economists about the benefits of such 

a system. Proponents argue that by inhibiting speculative capital flows, dual rates insulate 

the economy from temporary fmandal disturbances. and facilitate the implementation of 

stabilization programs.2 Critics of dual exchange rates, however, see them as welfare 

reducing distortions.3 Furthermore, some say that it is impossible to perfectly separate the 

fmancial and official foreign exchange markets. That is, the premium of the financial over 

the official exchange rate ge.nerares leaks between the two markets, such as the 

underinvoicing of exports, which undermine the system. 

H there is a case for dual exchange rates, it must rest on the existence of a market 

imperfection. And the link between the dampening of financial flows and the insulation of 

production it must be made clear. Yet, much of the previous literature has ignored this 

essential link. Output has been considered as given or as demand-determined, narrowly 

focusing on the behavior of the money market and the financial exchange rate.4 One 

exception is Flood and Marion (1982) who model production explicitly. However, they 

1 Under dual exchange rate systems commercial and financial transactions take place in separate markets. 
Commercial transactions use an official exchange rate set by the central bank, while fmancial transactions 
occur at a freely determined exchange rate. In practice, some commercial transactions are allowed to take 
place at the fmandal rate, or multiple exchange rates exist. For an analysis of dual exchange rate systems 
see: Dornbusch (1986). Fleming (1971. 1974) and Lanyi (1975). 

1 

2 According to Dornbusch (1985): " .. .running the world to the tune of assets markets is at best 
questionable. Hence the interest in institutional arrangements that delink the assets markets and free policies 
for what are perceived to be the 'true' priorities." 
3 According to Adams and Greenwood (1985): "Dual Exchange rates have been evaluated on arbitrary criteria 
such as their ability to insulate an economy from various economic disturbances, say a change in world 
interest rates. It is not always clear, however, why insulating an economy is a laudable goal and how it 
corresponds to maximizing an economy's welfare". FUHhel1iluic, " ... a '~mall' open t:wl1omy should adopt a 
flexible exchange rate system and follow the optimum quantity of money rule in order to maximize its 
welfare". 
4 For example: Aizenman (1983), Cumby (1984), Flood (1978). 



assume that the problem is one of nominal rigidities not of fmancial flows.S This leads 

Tobin (1978) stresses the cenrr-al importaIlce offmancial flows: 

" ... the basic problem today is not the exchange rate regime, whether fixed 
or floating. Debate on the regime evades and obscures the essential 
problem. That is the excessive international mobility of private financial 
capital. ... my proposal is to throw some sand in the wheels of our 
excessively efficient international money markets." 

2 

In this paper we offer a new approach to analyzing dual exchange rates where the 

dampening of fmancial flows plays a key role in the insulation of production from 

transitory financial disturbances. We also show that the existence of leakages between the 

official and financial markets does not undermine the system. In fact, leakages are one of 

the channels by which dual exchange rates insulate the economy. The distinctive features of 

the model are the following: 

• We highlight the links between flows of financial foreign exchange, the 

availability of working capital and the level of domestic production. We 

model these links by recognizing that investors allocate their wealth between foreign 

assets and working capital. This working capital is invested in a nontradeable input, 

which is transformed after one period into an exportable good. Any increase in the 

foreign interest rate incr~ases overseas investment and simultaneously reduces the 

availability of working capital and thus domestic production. 

• We identify an externality in the economy that justifies the imposition of 

dual exchange rates. The externality stems from the fact that the population is not 
'. 

homogeneous, but composed of two groups: investors, who produce the exportable 

5 They consider a one good economy with nominal rigidities, in which output variations occur only as a 
consequence of price prediction errors. In this instance, dual and fixed exchange rates fully insulate domestic 
prod:.lction from foreign disturbances because agents know that any domestic price variation can be caused 
only by a foreign price variation --PPP holds and the official exchange rate is fixed. Therefore, the economy 
is fully indexed Under flexible exchange rates, variations in domestic prices do not fully reflect variation in 
foreign prices. Consequently, foreign disturbances affect domestic output. Note that in this argument, the 
importance of fmancial flows has been neglected. The fact that dual exchange rates inl'.3blt financial flmvs 
has no role in explaining why they insulate the economy. 



good; and workers, who supply the non tradeable input --labor. Investors have access to 

the international capital market, while workers have no access to any capital market at 

all, and cannot migrate. By choosing their portfolio, investors indirectly determine the 

. income of the workers. During periods of high foreign rates of return, investors shift 

their wealth from working capital to foreign assets, thereby reducing workers' income 

and thus consumption. 

• We explicitly model production and "leakages" as optimal decisions made by investors 

who maximize their lifetime utility. 

The main point of this paper is that dual exchange rates act as automatic insulators 

of the economy from transitory fInancial disturbances. Furthermore, ·this is robust to the 

introduction of leaks between the official and the fmancial markets. 'fo ilustrate the above 

3 

we consider an unexpected and transitory increase in the foreign interest rate. To restore 

portfolio equilibrium, the investors shift their wealth overseas, causing a reduction in the 

availability of working capital, and thus a reduction in the demand for the nontradeable 

input. As a result, the marginal product of the non tradeable input is higher and the 

profitability of domestic investment increases. The process continues until marginal returns 

are equalized. We show that under dual exchange rates the shift to FFE is smaller than 

under uniform rates. This is because the transitory increase in the foreign interest rate 

generates an immediate depreciation and an expected appreciation of the fmancial exchange 

rate. Under dual rates this creates expected capital losses on the holdings of FFE. 

Meanwhile, the profitability of domestic investment remains unchanged because under dual 

rates the prices of imports and exports are delinked from the fma~cial exchange rate. As a 

result, the net increase of the relati ve profitability of overseas investment is lower than the 

increase in the foreign interest rate. Under uniform rates, the expected appreciation does not 

reduce the profitability of overseas investment relative to domestic investment Therefore 

the impact of the fmancial disturbance is not dampened The reason for this is that the 

official and the fmancial markets are not segregated, thus the price of the input (imported) 



increases with the depreciation of the exchange rate, and the prices of the output (exported) 

decreases with the future appreciation. Summing up, the underlying cause for the better 

insulation under dual exchange rates is that the fmanciaI exchange rate is able to alter the 

profitability of overseas investment relative to domestic investment, while under unifonn 

rates it cannot 

We introduce leakages between the official and the fmandaI markets by assuming 

that the authorities cannot monitor all transactions made in the economy. Therefore. when 

the premium of the fmandal over the official exchange rate is positive, investors fmd it 

profitable to underinvoice a share of their official exports and sell them through the 

4 

financial market Conversely, when the premium is negative, investors illegally sell a share 

of their holdings of FFE in the official market We show in this paper that the introduction 

of leaks does not undennine the insulating properties of dual exchange rates. Even if 

investors can sell part of their holdings of FFE in the ({tidal m:!rkc! o-nce ~hc disturbance 

has ended, some capital losses on the holdings of FFE will still be generated. Therefore, 

the relative profitability of overseas investment relative to domestic investment is still 

reduced. 

The model we present is also useful in identifying a trade-off between dual and 

unifonn exchange rates. Namely, a temporary fmancial disturbance has a greater immediate 

impact on the availability of working capital under unifonn rates, but more persistence 

under dual exchange rates. The impact is higher under unifonn rates because, as mentioned 

earlier, the expected appreciation does not reduce the profitability of overseas investment 

relative to domestic investment as it does under dual rates. Persistence is higher under dual 

rates because, as mention earlier, investors cannot legally sell their excess stock ofFFE in 

the official market once the fmancial disturbance is over. Therefore, they sell it gradually 

through illegal channels. For the market of FFE to clear while investors are trying to reduce 

their holdings of FFE, expected depreciations of the financial exchange rate must occur in 

order to increase the relative profitability of overseas investment As a result, the 



availability of working capital remains depressed and the fall in demand for the 

nontradeable input will persist. 

The last issue we consider is whether the stated policy of prohibiting the sale of 

FFE in the official market in the future is credible. This problem is known in the literature 

as "time inconsistency." The argument is as follows: once the financial disturbance has 

ended, the authorities will fmd no opposition from the workers or the investors to the 

authorities' allowing FFE to be sold in the official market By so doing. the authorities 

could eliminate persistence and restore domestic production. If the authorities cannot 

credibly precommit to avoiding this action in the future, then at the time of the shock, the 

extent of the shift from domestic 'investment to FFE would be higher. This is because 

investors foresee that the authorities will not allow a negative premium of the fmancial over 

the official exchange rate to occur in the future. Therefore. we conclude that dual exchange 

rates are time inconsistent. 

5 

In section IT we describe in an intuitive way how dual exchange rates insulate 

domestic production. We analyze the investment and export underinvoicing decisions of the 

agents, and discuss the dynamics of the fina.l1cial exchange rate following a ren1porary 

financial disturbance. In section III we present a formal treatment and embed the investment 

and underinvoicing problems in a lifetime utility maximization framework. We compare 

dual and flexible exchange rates in section N. In section V we discuss the time 

inconsistency of dual exchange rates. Finally, in section VI we present the conclusions. 

II. The Economy. '. 

The economy we consider is populated by two groups of agents. One group, the 

investors, has access to the international capital market. The other group, the workers, 

produces a nontradeable good (labor) and has no access to capital markets whatsoever. 

During each period, investors can allocate their wealth in two different ways: (l)by buying 

foreign exchange in the fmancial market in order to invest overseas, and (2)by investing 



domestically in working capital, i.e. by buying the non tradeable input from the workers 

and then transfonning it after one period into an exportable good.6,7 Given that workers 

have no access to capital markets. they cannot save. Therefore, any reduction in the 

investors' demand for the nontradeable input (NTI) reduces their income and thus their 

consumption. This is the externality that justifies the imposition of dual exchange rates 

(DER). If the entire population had access to capital markets and no nominal rigidities or 

other imperfections existed, then the insulation of production would be meaningless, since 

production would be effected at the optimum level. 

Both groups consume a perishable imported good which can be imported only by 

the authorities and is sold for domestic money only. This assumption is critical for t.1re~ 

6 

reasons: (1) If workers consumed only a non tradeable good, then the decisions of investors 

would not affect the workers' welfare, and there would be no justification for dual rates.S 

(2) If the consumption good could be bought using foreign exchange, then there would be 

no demand for domestic money. and the exchange rate would be undefmed. (3) By 

assuming that the consumption basket does not contain nontradeables we are assuming 

away wealth effects of fmandal disturbances on the demand for domestic production. 

In d - " 1 . < 1. n ..... u . ... .. -< • h 
Oli er to focus eAC USlvclJ or. hOW A..,...l.:..l. .. mslilat<:>. <:1"}mf;~,tic ~m('uctlOn. ._y 

dampening fmandaI flows. we assume full nominal price flexibility in this economy. 

Consideration of price rigIdities is lln}X>rtant when comparing fixed VSo flexible excha..'1ge 

rates, but not when comp?ring uniform rates and DER. 

'. 

6 In a more realistic setup we wouid distinguish between investors and producers. Investors choose their 
portfulio of foreign and domestic currencies. Then, the banki\lg system transforms this financial liquidity 
into working capital by lending to producers. In this paper we abstract from the banking system. 
7 Note that there exists import content in the production of the exportable good. This is because the 
workers of the nontradeable sector consume an imported good. 
8 More generally, if no imported input would be used directly or indirectly by the non tradeable sector, then 
this sector would be autarkic. In this situation the only way that the investors' demand for the nontradeable 
input couId affect the nontradeable sector's welfare is if nominal price rigidities existed in this sector. 
Throughout this paper we will assume full nominal price flexibility. 



11.1 Financial Flows. Workine Capital and Domestic Production. 

During each period the representative investor can invest his holdings of domestic 

money in two ways: 

i. By purchasing FFE in the financial market at a price ft. investing overseas, 

obtaining a return 1 +i*, and selling it during the next period at a price ft+l.9 

ii. By purchasing the NTI at a price P nt' transforming it after one period into an 

exportable good 0') and selling it at a price P xt+ l' 

In either case, the investor will use the proceeds to purchase the consumption good and to 

reinvest in the future. 

The technology of the exportable good is given by: 

O} 

7 

The nontradeable good is produced using only labor as an input. The technology is 

given by: Nt=ntfa. There exists. an excess supply of labor. However, the real wage in tenns 

of the consumption good is fixed as a result of institutional rigidities. The wage rigidity 

gives rise to income and employment fluctuations. The behavior of workers' income will 

be the same if we instead assume real wage flexibility and full employment. 

Under DER exports of the tradeable good and imports of the consumption good 

take place at a fixed rate set by the authorities which we will call the official rate "e." The 

trade of FFE takes place at ~a freely determined rate "f." If no leaks exist between the 

fmancial and official markets, then P x and P n are delinked from f. In the model we present: 

Px=Pn=e.10 Formally) the investment problem is: 11 

Max Px,t+1T(Nt) + ft+r[1 +i*JF dJ 

nt·Fdl 

S.t. 

'. 
(2) 

(3) 

9 We assume that there does not exist a forward market for FFE. Given the illegal character of the activities 
that generally take place in this market, this assumption seems appropriate. 

10 We assume that the real wage is equal to 1/a units of the consumption good, and that Pc *=Px *=1. The 

asterisk denotes foreign prices. Thus PIl "" P x"" eo 

11 In section III we consider the lifetime maximization problem of the investor, and we analyze the 
evolution of monetary balances. 



Mt represents the domestic money holdings of the investor; F <it represents the demand for 

FFE. At the optimum, the marginal returns on the NT! and FFE are equalized: 

(4) 

By reducing his demand for the NTI by one unit at time t, the investor can buy P nt/! t units 

of FFE, earn a return of [1 + i *]. and sell them at time t + 1 for domestic money at a price of 

!t+l' Therefore, the marginal return on reducing the demand for the Nfl is: 

[ft+ll!J·[1+i*]ePnt. The marginal cost is the sacrifice in future export revenues: 

The transitory fmancial disturbance we consider is an unexpected increase in the 

foreign interest rate, which is known to last for one period only. 12 

That is, ill< 1 = i*+11i*, ;*0 = i*2 = i*3 = ... = i* 

8 

This shock induces investors to shift their wealth overseas at t=l, causing a reduction in the 

availability of working capital. The scarcity of working capital in tum reduces the level of 

production and thus the demand for the NTI. As a result, the marginal product of the NT! 

is higher and therefore the profitability of domestic investment increases. The process 

continues until marginal returns are equalized and the arbitrage condition (4) is satisfied. 

We will show that DER reduce the extent of the shift from the NT! into FFE. The 

argument is is in two partS: 

i. The transitory increase in i* generates an immediate depreciation and an expected future 

appreciation of f. We will prove this in sections II.3 and ITl. If no leaks between the 

fmancial and official markets exist, then the fall in ft+llft g~nerates expected capital 

losses on the holdings ofFFE. Meanwhile, the profitability of domestic investment-

[Px,t+l/PnJ·T'(NJ-- remains unchanged because Px and Pn are delinked fromf. As a 

12 The increase in i* can be interpreted as any shock which reduces the profitability of domestic investment 
relative to overseas investment. 
In this paper we consider only transitory disturbances. If a disturbance would be permanent, then the 
insulating mechanisms of dual exchange rates would not exist 



result of these capital losses, {~ie-net increase in the relative attractiveness of overseas 

investment is lower than the increase in i*. Clearly, the reduction in the demand for the 

NTI required to restore portfolio equilibrium is lower than under uniform exchange 

rates. 

9 

ii. If we allow for the existence of leaks, then it is no longer clear whether the reduction in 

ft+l/ft is able to generate expected capital losses on the holdings ofFFE and reduce 

the profitability of overseas investment relative to domestic investment. In section n.2 

we take as given that ft+l/ft falls and show that, even if leaks exist, the above is 

unambiguously true. 

'. 



, D.2 Leakages Between the Official aDd the Financial Markets. 10 

The existence ofJeakages between the official and the fmancial markets is.a very 

important real world phenomenon. 13 A natural way to introduce leaks into the model is by 

assuming that the authorities cannot monitor all the transactions made. In particular, the 

authorities can only discover and confiscate a proportion [1-<p] of the exports underinvoiced 

and a proportion [1-71:] of the FFE illegally sold in the official market. This implies that 

when the premium is positive (f>e) and no trade taxes are existent14 investors fmd it 

profitable to underinvoice a share e of their official exports and sell them through the 

financial market Conversely, when the premium is negative, investors illegally sell a share 

o of their holdings of FFE in the official market. IS As the underinvoicing rate e is 

increased the probability of being discovered. increases: cp'(8)<O, and at the limit, if the 

entire production is sold through the fmancial market, then confiscation is certain, 

i.e.q>(l)=O. The possibility of underinvoicing exports implies that the effective price of 

exports is not P x' but rather a linear combination of P x and j. Fonnally, the effective price 
A 

of exports --P ,c is an optimal value function defined by !:he following problem; 16 

Max {P:JI-Bj + jq;8} 

8 
S.t. «0)=1, q>(l)=O, (j"(B)<O. qJ"(8)<0 

BE [0, 1J 

The solution to this problem is:17 8(f) = ([elf - fPJIq>'>O J>e 

f 
lo f~ 

(Sa) 

(6) 

13 In many developing countries. underinvoicing of exports is in fact an important channel for capital 
flight Gulad (1985) fmds that according to partner country data, during the.period 1977-83 underinvoicing 
of exports as a percentage of official exports was: 34% for Mexico. 13% for Brazil. 20% for Argentina. 
14 For the effect of trade taxes on the misreporting of exports and imports see Bhagwati (1974) and 
Dornbusch (1987). For analyses of illegal activities in international trade see also Bhandari and Decaluwe 
(1987) and De Macedo (1982). 
15 We do not consider the overinvoicing of imports because investors are not importers. The import 
content of production is embeded in the nontradeable input. TIlis is bt:cause workers consume ali imported 
good. 
16 Problem (5) assumes that at this stage investors are risk neutral. 

17 The FOe is: --e +i<r' + iep'9 = O. fcP'8<O implies that e<fcp. It follows that EhO. 
8(1) = [1- CP(9(1)]/cp' = 0 because CP(O)=l and cp'(8)>O. 



e equals zero when there is no premium (e=f). As the premium rises. the proportion of 

underinvoiced exports increases monotonically: 

8'(/~e) = -el/2q>' + 8q>"}f2 > 0 (7) 

When the premium is negative (f<e) exports are not underinvoiced. Thus, the 
A 

1 1 

effective price of exports is P x not P X' In this case, holders of FFE have an incentive to sell 

a share 0 of their holdings of FFE in the official market. Therefore, when the premium is 
1\ 

negative the effective price of FFE (J) is: 
I' 
f(f) = Max (eml + f[l-!2])·F (5b) 

D 

S.t. n(i*ll+i*)=118, n(l)=O, n'(~*ll+i*)<O, n"(D)<O 

The solution for n is analogous to 9. It is zero when there is a positive premium, it is 

equal to i*/l+i* when the premium is zero, and it is positive when i<e. 

Using (Sa) and (5b), we can rewrite the arbitrage condition (4) as: 
1\ /\ 

T'(Nt)·Pzt+lIPnt= [l+i*}·ft+ll/, (4') 
/' 

where: Pzt+l= PXl+lfl-8j + /l+ltp8 = e[l-Bj + /t+lq>8 
I' 
It+1 = /1+1[1-fl) + en 

" /'-
Note, if /<e then Pxt+1 = Pxt+l' And if />e then ft+l = /t+l' 

Now we are ready to prove the following proposition: 

Proposition I. 

Under dual exchange rates, the profitability of overseas investment relative to 

domestic investment is an increasing function of the ratio of future to present fmandal 

exchange rates (ft+llj J. The existence of leakages between the official and finandal 

markets does not break: this dependency. 

Proof: 

18 This condition is necessary for the long run viability of the dual exchange rate system: it implies that in 
steady state, investors will sell their interest earnings on financial foreign exchange to the central bank. 
Some authors assume that interest payments are channelled through the official market, see Flood and 
Marion (1982). 



12 

" I'\.. . 
From (4') it follows that we need to prove that [Pxt+llPntl/[ft+llltl is increasing in 

It+lllt. Note that since that Pot is delinked from It and 11+1' it is sufficient to show that 
" ,.. 

d[Pxt+llft+l]/dft+l<O. Consider two cases: 

Case i: it+ 1 >e. ,.. 
Given that Pxt+1 is an optimal value function, we can use the envelope theorem to get 

. O~xt+lldft+l = cpS. Since the premium is positive, no FFE is sold in the official market 
. ~ ~ ~ 

(0=0); thus aft+l/oft+l=1. It follows from cp9<1 that O[Pxt+llft+t1/d(jt+llfJlft+l>C<O. 

Case ii: It+l <e. 
I' 

Using the envelope theorem, dft+lldft+l = 1-0. Given that the premium is negative, 

exports are not underinvoiced; thus d~xi+lldft+l=O. It follows from 1-0>0 that 
/'. I"-

d[Pxt+l1ft+l]/dUt+l/fJlft+l<C<O, QED. 

D.3 Dynamics of tbe financial excbam:e rate. 

In this subsection we will show with the use of a phase diagram that a temporary 

increase in i* generates an immediate depreciation and a future appreciation of f. The phase 

diagram should be considered as merely suggestive, since our model is in discrete time. In 

section ill we present a fonnal treatment and derive from utility maximization the behavior 

of consumption and money balances underlying the dynamics of j19. 

Let us first consider the supply ofFFE. It has two components: a stock and a flow 

component. The stock component is determined by last period's supply. The flow 

component, Z, is determined by the premium of the financial over the official rate: 

FSI = [l +i* JeFst_l + Zt " 
(9) 

Z, = (cpB(f,)·T(Nt_l) > 0 if I>e (10) 

{ 
l-n(ft)·[l +i*JFs1_1 ~O if f5e 

19 For an analysis of exchange rate dynamics in black maIkets see Dornbusch (1983) and de Macedo (1982). 



H the premium is positive, i.e. f,>e, then exports are underinvoiced and a positive 

flow supply is generated. This flow is smaller than the amount of exports underinvoiced 

because of the confiscation made by the authorities «(pO). If the premium is negative, then 

exports are not underinvoiced. In this case FFE is channelled illegally to the official market. 

In steady state the premium is zero. Therefore, Zr-i*Fst-l and Fst=Fst-l . In figure 1, the 

locus along which the stock supply ofFFE is constant (aFs=Fst-Fst-l=O) is represented by 

the horizonta1line f=e. For points above this locus aFs>O and for points bellow, AF's<O. 

Let us now consider the demand for FFE. It is determined simultaneously with the 

demand for the NTI. The marginal returns on the NTI and FFE must be equalized at each 

point in time as shown in (4'). The return on NTI has two components: a productivity 
"-

component and a terms of trade component, Le. T'(NJoI\t+l/'Pnt. Sli'nilariy, the retwIi III 

terms of domestic currency on FFE has two components: the foreign return and capital 

" gains or losses, i.e. [l+i*]·ft+l/ft. Note that: 

• The demand for FFE is decreasing in ft. First, there is a negative wealth effect 

because real balances are reduced. Second, a depreciation reduces the relative 

1 3 

profitability of overseas investment relative to domestic investment TIris is because the 

return on FFE is reduced by the full amount of the depreciation, while the return on the 

NTI remains unchanged. 

• The demand forFFE'is increasing in ft+l. Consider two cases: (1) ft+l<e, in this case 

" the effective price of exports (p xt+l) is not affected by the future appreciation and the 

result is straightforward. (2) ft+l~e, in this case there exists underinvoicing of 

exports. Thus the effective price of exports increases, but by less than the future 

" appreciation (~pxt+l=e~ft+l<~ft+l)' Hence the relative profitability ofFFE 

increases. 

Portfolio equilibrium is represented in figure 1 by the ~flf=O locus. This locus 

depicts combinations (F,f) that correspond to a steady state. Along this locus: (1) no capital 

gains or losses on holdings of FFE exist, and (2) the marginal returns of FFE and the NTI 



- are equalized. The Mlf=O locus is negatively sloped.20 To see why, consider a 

depreciation of f t while keepin~ fHllft constant. Given level ofFdt the demand for the 

NTI is reduced, and thus the profitability of domestic investment increased. In order to 

restore portfolio equilibrium, the investor shifts part of his resources from FFE to the NTI. 

This reduces the marginal product of the NT! and equalizes marginal returns. Points to the 

right of Aflf=O represent excess supply of FFE. In order to clear the market, an expected 

depreciation must occur (M>O). The expected capital gains generated increase the demand 

for FFE. Points to the left of Afli represent excess supply of FFE, thus Af<O. Combining 

(4') and (3) we obtain Aflf: 
"-

T'(Mt - fF,)·PXI+IIPllt 

---= -----------------1 forf~ (11) 
f, 1 + i* 

= _________ +e1tDl/I-Dlf, - 1 forf5;e 

1 + i* 

Note that when f=e both terms in the rhs of (11) are identical. This is because if f t+l=e, 
/' 

then Pxt+1=e 2...11d Q"",O. 

The system possesses saddle path stability: there exists a unique path which 

converges to the steady state equilibrium. Any other path violates the transversality 

condition: lil1lt~8U'(CJMt=O, which characterizes the optimal consumption path of the 

14 

representative investor (this is shown in section ill). Hence, the saddle path is the only path 

consistent with optimality. 

We will now show that an unexpected increase in i*, which is known to last for 
" 

only one period generates an immediate depreciation and a future appreciation of f. At time 

t=l, when i* increases, investors shift their wealth from the NTI to FFR In figure 2 the 
'" 

11f 0=0 locus shifts to Af 1 =0. However, under DER the stock supply of FFE is fixed at 

20 dfldF = Pxt+lftT"/[8cpT' - Pxt+lFtT'l. If T'(N»O then this expression is positive. However, for 
sufficiently high n (equivalently, sufficiently low IF), T' might become negative and the slope positive. 
We will rule out the latter possibility on the grounds that investors will never operate in the region of 
negative marginal product of the non tradeable input 
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any point in tinic. In order to clear the excess demand of FFE at t=l, I depreciates from e 

to 11 (from a to b on the saddle path corresponding to 1l/1=O). On the one side the positive 

premium of the fmancial over the official rate induces agents to underinvoice exports, 

generating a positive flow supply ofFFE. On the other side, the demand for FFE is 

reduced. This is because the higher 1 reduces real money balances and the return on 

overseas investment As excess demand is reduced, I appreciates from 11 to r 121. 

At t=2 i* will return to its original level (the curve A/=O will shift back to 1l/2=O)' 
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This will reduce the profitability of overseas investment relative to domestic investment, for 

each level of i*. generating an excess supply of FFE at 12=/1' However, under DER, FFE 

cannot be sold legally in the official market In order to clear the madcet, an expected 

depreciation will have to occur at t=2, i.e. 12<13' This will create expected capital gains on 

the holdings of FFE and thus increase the demand for FFE at t=2. 

Thc dallY, that DER insulate production hingbes upon fI >e>/2' However, we have 

only shown that ft>e and 13>/2' and this does not imply fI>e>/2' In principle the last 

inequality can be reversed. This is because the investors' monetary balances at t=2 are 

higher than in steady stale due to their illegal sale ofFFE in the official market at t=1. 

Therefore, ceteris paribus, their demand for FFE at t=2 will be higher and it might be 

possible that no excess supply ofFFE will arise at/i~fI. We can see this in figure 2. At 

t=2 the locus ~f2=0 does not revert to its original steady state position, I1fo=0. There are 

three possibilities: 

i. The increase in M is sufficiently small so that Ilf 2=0 lies to the left of point g. In 

this case there is an appreciation and undershooting of f.. at t=2. 

ii. 11/2=0 lies between g and h. In this case there is an appreciation of 1 at t=2, but the 

premium of the fmandal over the official exchange rate is positive. 

iii. 1112=0 lies to the right of h. In this case there is a depreciation of 1 at t=2. 

21 The continuous-time interval between il and iI' in figure 2 corresponds to period t=l in our discrete

time model. 



If case ill occurs, then f 1 <12 and DER would not msulate production. Moreover DER 

would amplify the negative impact of the financial disturbance. Proposition n below 

establishes the impossibility of cases (ti) and (ill). Hence, at t=2, f appreciates and 

undershoots its steady state level, as shown in figure 2. 

The segregation of the official and fmancial markets implies that the depreciation at 
I' 

t=1 and appreciation at t=2 reduce the marginal return on FFE (fl'ft[1+i*]) relative to the 
I"-

marginal return on the NT! (P xllP 01 T'(N 1»' Therefore, under DER the marginal product 

of nontradeables does not need to increase to the same extent as i*. Hence, the impact of a 

temporary financial disturbance on the demand for NT! is dampened. Proposition I 

established that this dampening effect is robust to the existence of leakages between the 

official and fmandaI markets. 
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The insulation of the economy is achieved at a cost in terms of foreign exchange 

lost by the central bank. Reserves are not lost through a capital account deficit; they are lost 

indirectly through a current account deficit generated by the uncierinvoicing of exports. The 

system is, however, viable. If the shock is temporary, then the central bank will gradually 

build-up reserves, as the holders of FFE swap it illegally for domestic mone:;l. This can be 

seen.in figure 2: at time t=2 the premium of f over e is negative. Consequently, exports are 

not underinvoiced. Moreover, a share 11 of FFE is illegally sold in the official market, 

increasing the reserves of the central bank. The remaining excess supply of FFE is cleared 

by an expected depreciation, i.e. f2<h. During the following periods the system evolves 

through the path "di", with a negative and decreasing premium until the new ~teady st3te is 

reached. During the process FFE is gradually sold in the official market. Note that in the 

new steady state the curve I1fss=O lies to the right of the original one. TIlis is because u~e 

financial disturbance increased the investors' wealth. 

Under unifonn exchange rates, the impact of a temporary fmancial disturbance on 

the demand for nontradeables is D.Qt dampened by the movements of the exchange rate; 

regardless of the investment made at t=1, the resulting foreign exchange proceeds will be 



sold during t=2 at the same price. Thus, the present depreciation and expected appreciation 

do not affect the relative marginal returns of the two activities as they do under DER 

III. Mjcro(oundations.22 
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In section n we showed that under DER the negative effect of a fmancial 

disturbance on the demand for the NTI is dampened by an immediate depreciation and an 

expected appreciation of f. We noted in section n that a necessary condition for an 

expected appreciation of f is that an excess supply ofFFE arise once the disturbance has 

ended at (t=2). However, it is not immediately obvious why this will happen. At t=2 the 

stock supply of FFE is higher because of the underinvoicing of exports and the higher i* 

during t=l; yet, the demand for FFE is also higher because investors are wealthier. In this 

section we will derive the consumption decision from utility maximization and show that 

the evolution of wealth conjectUred in section n is indeed correct, i.e. an excess supply of 

FFE arises at t=2.23 We will also show that the choice of the saddle path as the unique path 

along which the system evolves is optimal and that DER are viable in the long run in the 

absence of pennanent disturbances. 

Variations in f affect holders of domestic money and holders of the exportable good 

differently. For the fonner group~ a depreciation of f reduces real domestic money 

balances. For the latter group, a depreciation of J increases the earnings from 

underinvoiced exports. To reflect these differences we will assume thatthere exist two 

types of investors differing only in the timing of their investment decisions. When one type 

of investor receives the proceeds of his past investments, the otl,ler type invests. For 

expositional purposes we will call these types of investors "Odd" and "Even".24 "Odd 

22 This section can be skipped without any loss of continuity. 
23 In terms of figure 2 it is conjectured that the increase in M at t=2 is sufficiently smaIl so that at t.e2, the 

/),/1/=0 curve shifts leftwards enough to guarantee that f2 undershoots its steady state level. 

24 This structure is similar to an overlaping generations model. Note however that in the OLG model the 
"period" is meant to represent a real time interval of a lifetime, whereas the phenomenon we are analyzing 
is short-run in nature. 



investors" ~onsume during odd periods and invest during even periods and, conversely, 

"Even investors" consume during even periods and invest during odd periods. The timing 

is as follows: At time t= I Even enters the period with domestic money carried over from 

t=O <Mel' e stands for Even}. Odd enters the period with a stock of FFE arid his production 

of the exportable good. Let us describe the actions of each type of representative investor: 

Odd: Since at t=1 i* is above its steady state level, fl>e; therefore Odd sells to Even his 

FFE and a share 8 1 of his exports for domestic money. He sells the remaining 

exports in the official market Odd spends part of the domestic money he just received 

CMol) on the importable consumption good; he carries over the rest to period t=2 

<Mo2=Mol - PnIC t )· 

Even: At t=1 he spends the domestic money with which he entered the period, buying FFE 

from Odd (F dl) and buying the NTI (N 1)' 
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During t=2 the roles are reversed. Since i'" returns to its original level, f2<e; therefore Even 

sells all the exportable good he has produced and a share 02 of his steck of FFE in the 

official market He sells the remaining FFE to Odd. Even spends part of the domestic 
I' 

money just received <Me2=PaT2 + f 1Fd1[1+i"']) on the consumption good, and he carries 

over the rest of the money to period t=3 <Me3=Me2 - P n2C2>. Odd spends all his money 

buying the NT! and FFE from Even <Mc2=P n2N2 + f2F d2)' In the periods following., this 

process is repeated. 

During each period, all the domestic money received by the non tradeable sector is 

used to consume the imported consumption good which is imported by the government and 

sold at the official exchange rate (p c=cP c "'=e). Any imbalance i~. the official market is met 

with variations in the central bank's reserves. 



Ne_xt, we will fonnalize the ~isions of the representative investor. We can think. 

of the decision interval of the representative investor as composed of two calendar periods. 

During each interval, the representative investor makes five decisions2S• 

Even chooses the sequences: . 

(l2a) 

Odd chooses the sequences: 

(n2j' Fd,2j' ~j+b D2j+lt C2j+lJ 10 Maximize ;."lJ-'V(C2j+lJ (l2b) 

'&= .... -1,0,1 .... ; j='C, '&+1, ... 
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. In section IT we analyzed the choice of e and n for a given level of M. Let us now 

consider the consumption decision. This decision determines the evolution ofM. The 

solution to (12) can be characterized using the dynamic programming approach. We can 

write (12) as: 

J(M,) =Max U(C,) + &(Mt+2) 
c! 

Mt+l = M, - P" ~t 
~. ~ 

Mt+2 = Max PX,i+2-T(Mt+1 at+1IP n,I+1) + Ilt+2If,+1J-Ml+l a ,+l[1 +i*J 
CX21 

at = Pn,n!Mt 
~ 

~t = f,8lP + e[l-8J 
It = ftfl-DJ renD, 

(13) 

(5a) 
(5b) 

By choosing Ct. the control variable, next period's money balances (Mt+l) are 

determined. Given Mt+l' the investor chooses (Xt+l and 9 t+2 optimally, as shown by 

equations (4)-(6). These choices in tum determine Mt+2 which ~~ the state variable during 

the next two-period interval. At time t+2, the investor chooses Ct+2, and the same decision 

cycle is repeated. 

25 We assume that investors do not discount time within a two period interval and that U'(O)=oo & 

U'(oo)=O. 



The conditions for an optimum are26: 
I' 

U'(C,)e/'+l ::: U'(C,+2)·ft+2 

lim l1U'(Ci)eMi ::: 0 
.i~ .. 

(14) 

(15) 

By sacrificing one unit of consumption at time t, the agent's savings increase by 

Pc,t. Thus, at t+l he will be able to increase his investment by Pc,~ft+l' which would 
I' 

result in an increase in t+2's income equal to: Pc,te[l+i*]eft+21/t+l' This increase in 
I' 
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income would allow consumption to be augmented by: Pc,' Pc.t+2e[1+i]eft+z1ft+l' Hence, 
I' 

in present value terms, utility will increase by U'(Ct+2)ft+'1//t+l' The price of the 

consumptiC?n good does not influence the agent's intertemporal decision because under 

DER the offi27 coo exchange rate is flXed. In this model: P c,t=P c.t+2=C' 

The Euler condition (14) determines only the slope of the optimal consumption 

path. The transversality condition (15) allows us to fully character.ae the consumption path. 

According to (15), the present value of money holdings must approach zero as t tends to 

infInity. U' (C) can be interpreted as the shadow price of money. 

26 Note that: U'(Ct) - S]'(Mt+2).aMt+2,aMt+l0Pn,t .. 0 (14') 

Given that Mt+2 is an optimal val~ function we can apply the envelo~ theorem to get: 

iJMt+2IiJMt+l - at+1Px,t+2IP",t+1T' + [l-at+1J[l+;*Jft+~/ft+l 
... [l + i*lft+2'ft+l 

The last equality follOXo's from (4). Substituting it in (14,), and assuming that S=lI[1+i*l. we get: 
V'(Ct) ... r(Mt+2)oft+2'ft+l (14U) 

Note also that J(Mt+2) is a optimal value function, thus using the envelope theorem, it follows 

from (13) that 
r(Mt+2) = M'(MI+4)'iJMt+4IiJM,+3 = r(Mt+4Joft+4Ift+3 

<= U'(CI+2) 

The last equality follows from (14'). By substituting it in (14") we get (14). 
27 



ULI Dc Steady State 

The characterization of the steady atate will serve to show that DER are viable in the 

long run. It will also be useful in deriving the response of the system to a fmancial shock. 

In steady state, the excess demand for FFE is zero at !ae. Thus, the flow supply of FFE is 

zero and f=e. The fact that f is constant over time combined with the Euler condition (14) 

imply that the consumption of each type of investor is constant over time. Moreover, the 

transversality condition (15) requires that the monetary balances before consumption of 

each type of investor be constant over time. This implies that the steady state level of 

consumption must equal the total return on the agents' investments: 

ee, = (i··11-~_lJ - at-l JM,jt.l + eT(n,_l) j- ofortevt!n,efortodd (16) 

If consumption were lower, then monetary balances would be growing at an 

increasing rate. Eventually they would grow faster than S, in which case the transversality 

condition (15) would be violated. If consumption were higher, then monetary balances 

would erode and eventually they would become zero. This would cause a reduction in C to 

zero, making the m~xginal utility of the investor inflnire.28 viulating (14) arid (15). l"Jext, 

note that the level of consumption and monetary balances of both types of investors must 

be identical. If not, then Fdt:¢:Fdt-l . This would imply e:;;f. which cannot be true in steady 

state. Hence, in steady state: , 

MeO = Mol = Me2 = Mo3 = >0. 

MoO = Mel = Mo2 c: Me3 =- ... 

(17) 

Next. we will prove that DER are viable in the long run by showing that the net 

flow of the central bank's reserves is zero. Under DER all current account transactions are 

camed out at the fixed official exchange rate (e). The central b~ must sell or buy any 

amount of foreign exchange derived from current account transactions. In this model, 

demand for reserves is derived from the consumption of the imported consumption good. 

The supply of reserves is derived from "official" exports, from confiscations of 

underinvoiced exports, and from illegal sales of FFE to the official market We will show 

28 We have assumed U'(O)=oo. 
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that in steady state these flows sum up to zero. Let us first analyze the supply ofFFE. 

Consider an odd period, say t=1. Since in steady state f=e and n(i*l1+i*)=l, Odd sells all 

his export proceeds and interest income in the official market Therefore, the supply of 

reserves eRst) in terms of foreign currency is: 

Rsl = Tl + i*FdO 

= Tl + i*[1-ao]Moo/e 

The demand for reserves is detennined by the demand for the consumption good by the 

Odd investor and by the workers of the nontradeable sector. Given that workers have no 

access to capital markets, their consumption expenditure is equal to their income. Thus: 

~l = PnlNl /e + PeCI 

Note that the workers' income is equal to Even's il'!vestm.ent in the ncntr:ld~able input 

(<lIMe!) and that (by (16» Odd's consumption expenditures are equal to his investments' 

returns ( i*[l-aolMoo + eT I - cXoMoo ). Furthermore, in steady state, <l is constant and 

Moo=MeI (by 17). Therefore, 

eel + N1Pnl/e = i*[1-00]Moo+eT1,and 

Rcil = Tl + i*[1-001Moo'e 

Thus l\i=Rs, i.e. the net flow of reserves in steady state is zero. Hence, the system is 

viable in the long run29. 

ID.2 Temporary Financial Disturbance. 

In this subsection we will derive the impact effect of a temporary increase in the 

for~ign interest rate on the production of the non tradeable good •. We will also show that the 

dynamics of t.~e fmancial excluiJ.Jge rate derived in section II are indeed correct 

The extent of the shift from NTI to FFE (dN 1 and dF dl) depends not only on df 1, 

but also on df2. which is itself a function of dFd2' Moreover~ dFd2 in tum depends on df3 

and so on. We will fIrst show that for an unchangedf2: dN1<O, dfl>O and dFd1>O. 

29 Long run viability of dual exchange systems is discussed by Frenkel and Razin (1985). 



Second, we will show that the eptimality conditions (14) and (IS) imply that 12 must 

undershoot its long run value (e), i.e. d/2<O' Therefore, we will conclude that the impact 

effect of Ai· (dNl/di·) is dampened. This is because d2N 1/dltd/2<O' 

As in section li, let il"'=i*+Ai"', io'" = i2· = ... = i"'. At time t=l, at an unchanged 

12, the increase in i· induces Even to demand more FFE (relative to the steady state) and 

less of the NTI. In order to generate a positive flow supply of FFE, 1 has to be depreciated 

(dlt >0)30. The positive premium induces Odd to sell part of his exports in the fmancial 

market, generating a flow supply ofFFE equal to: 8(It)ecpeT(No). From (3), (4') and (9), 

it follows that for a given d/231: 
"", . 

dNl =- • {[l+i·)dlz + IzdJ· }e{ Fd} + 9'IIT(No)}lfJ' (18) 
,... 

. dfJ = {fzlfJjePIl.JI' 

/' 
where: ,= ell +i"'Je IzlfJ - (Fdl + 8'fJT(No)jeTU (N1) > 0 

B'(fJ) = - el{2q>' + 8rp"je/!- > 0 
,.. 

d 12 = /1-!2JdI2 by the envelope theorem. 

We can relate (18) to the analysis of section II. If 12. were equal to it: then no expected 

capital losses on FFE would be generated. Consequently: dN1<O, dFdl>O and dft>O 

(substitute df2=df 1>0 in (1S». As f2 appreciates, the negative impact of the financial 

disturbance on production is dampened: 
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Proposition II below establishes that 1 appreciates at t=2. Morepver, it undershoots its long 

run level e. This is proved by showing that at 12=e. there exists an excess supply ofFFE 

conditional on 13<e. Proposition III proves that the Euler and transversality conditions (14) 

and (15) imply that 13 must indeed be smaller than e. 

30 IfFdO[l+i*]~dl' then there is no movement in fl( at unchanged h). 
31 Consumption decisions affect nl. It and Fdl only through h. 



Proposition II. 

A temporary increase in the foreign interest rate at t= 1 generates an immediate 

depreciation and an expected appreciation of the fmancial exchange rate. Moreover, at t=2, 

the premium of the fmancial over the official rate must be negative, i.e. f2<e</t. 

Proof: 

24 

Throughout this proof we will assume that f3Se. Proposition m shows that this is correct. 

We will first show that if f2=/t>e, then there exists an excess supply ofFFE at t=2. Note 

that this is not obvious because both supply and demand for FFE increase. 

i. The supply of FFE at t=2 is higher-than in steady state because: 

• the increase in i* leads to a higher stock supply of FFE at t=2. This occurs because 

at t=1. i* and Even's demand for FFE were higher than their steady state levels. 

• The positive premium (f2>e) generates a positive flow supply ofFFE: 

(9') 

ii. However, the demand for FFE at t=2 also increases --Fd2>FdO because at t=2 Odd is 

"wealthier" due to the higher price at which he sold his FFE during t=1. 

F d2 = [eF dO + ilflAo1 - P cl.1C1 - P n2&V2 }lf2 (8') 

where L1 represents the increase relative to the previous steady state level, at t=O. 

At first glance it is not clear whether there is an excess supply or demand. Note, however, 

that under the assumption that fl'=f2?f3' Fd2 is bounded above by: 

[eF dO + .&.101 Ph > F d2 (19) 

The reason is that if it=f2?j3' then L1Cl~ and L1N2~' The iQ;crease in Odd's 

consumption follows from the Euler condition (14): f2U'(CI)= f3U'(C3) --substitution 

effect-" llnd the fact that 6lvIo1 >O --wealth effect. Odd's demand for the NT! increases 

because at t=2 he expects capital losses on his holdings ofFFE, and i* is back to its 

original level. 



Next, note that. the increase in Odd's money holdings at t=l is equal to the increase 

in Even's expenditures in FFE relative to the original steady state. That is, 

fMol := F cd 1 +i* J·[fJ-eJ + 8}T(No)[ tpfJ - eJ, and 

FdJ. :=FdOll+i*J + ~fJJI("O) 

Substituting these expressions in (8') and (19) we get: 

Fs2 - F d2(12~/3) ~ {Foil +i*J+~iJ)Tl}{[1 +i*+m*J -Illv + rp8(h)T2 + ieFfil2 

(20) 
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The last two terms in the rhs of (20) are positive. Therefore, there is an excess supply of 

FFE ai t=2 if Il=fi~f3' Note that an appreciation of 12 brings about a reduction in both the 

stock and the flow component of Even's supply of FFE (Fsv, and an increase in Odd's 

demand for FFE (Fd2)' Hence, f2<ft --given that 13'5./2' 

Let us now prove that /2<e by showing that there exists an excess supply of FFE at 

f2~e under the maintained assumption that f3'5./2' According to (20), a sufficient condition 

for there to be an excess supply ofFFE at e=f2~/3 is: 

/1 +i* +t1i* J ~ hie 

We will prove that this is in fact true using the arbitrage condition (4) and noting that 

investors have perfect foresight. At t=l, under the assumption that /2=e, the following 

must hold: 

Note that 

thus, 

l+i*+t1i* = lfjlP,J·T'(Nl ) 

T'(Nj) > T'(Nss) 

T'(Nss) = [1 +i* JP ,Ie> P nle 

l+i*+Ai* > fJle 

because N}<Nssby (l8}, andTN<O 

ft=ft+} in/teady state (ss) 

Hence, there is an excess supply ofFFE at f2=e. Given that oFs2lof2>0 and oFd2/of2=-

QED 



Proposition III. 

Following a temporary increase of the foreign interest rate at t= 1, the premium of 

the fmancial over the official exchange rate at t=3 is nonpositive CJ3Se). A positive 
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premium would generate an ever-increasing premium which would lead to a violation of the 

transversality condition. 

Proof: 

Suppose it is not true. i.e. let the market for FFE during t=3 clear at f3>C' Assume for the 

moment that wealth remains flXed. The positive premium generates an inflow of FFE that 

will generate an excess supply of FFE at t=4. Therefore, an expected capital gain will have 

to occur at t=4 (f4<is) in order to induce Odd to hold the bigger stock ofFFE. At t=5 the 

stock supply of FFE will be even higher than at t=4 because of the positive premium. 

Consequently, at t=5 higher expected capital gains would be needed in order to clear the 

market --O<fS-i4<i6-is' It is clear that the sequence offmancial exchange rates generated 

is not a Cauchy sequence. Thus, it will not converge. That is, the distance between it and 

ft+l is nondecreasing. Hence, it would grow without bound. This violates the 

transversality condition (15) because: Mc-+oo as fc-+oo• Hence, i3 cannot be higher than 

e. 

Note that wealth does not remain constant. If i3>e, then Odd would underinvoice a 

share of his exports at t=3. Consequently, his wealth would be higber than if i3<e. The 

higber wealth would lead Odd to demand more FFE at t=4. If the increase in F eM matched 

t.1-:e increase in :r s4, then no expected capital gains would be needed to clear the market at 

t=4, and the sequence e<i3=i4=is ... would be feasible. Next, we will show that this is 

not possible. 
" 

Since i3>e, Odd sells all his FFE and a share of his exports in the financial market 

That is: 

Thus, his money holdings before consumption are: 

Mo3= f3Fs3 + e{1-e3JT3 



Part of this money is spent in consumption during t=3 and part is spent in the NTI at t=4 •. 

The rest is used to buy FFE at t=4. If 13=/4=15= ... , then it follows from the optimality 

conditions (4), (14) and (IS) that investment in the NTI and consumption are constant over 

time. Furthennore: 

P)C) = ,,*f)F d2 + 113Tj - P JV2} 
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This imp~es thatFd4 = Fd2. However, Fs4 = Fs3[1+i*] + cp94T4' which is bigger than Fd4. 

Thus, e< f3=f4=f5= ... leads to a contradiction. Hence, either 13!ae or 14<15' 

QED. 

In sum, we have shown that a temporary increase in i* generates an immediate 

depreciation and an expected future appreciation of f. These occur because when i* returns 

to its original level, the demand for FFE is reduced. An expected capital gain must be 

generated in order to absorb the excess supply of FFE. Leo 12</3' Given that fmancial 

exchange rates --for te!: 3-- above the official rate are ruled out because they would lead to 

explosive behavior, 12 must undershoot its steady state level "eo" ,,Iter t,,':;::i; J cotltinUeS to 

depreciate until it converges to e. During the process, the stock of FFE accumulated at t= 1 

is gradually channelled to the official market until it attains its new steady state level. The 

process is gradual because there are convex costs associated with the illegal sale of FFE in 

the official market 

IV. Comparison of Dyal and Uniform Flexible Excham:e Rate 

Systems. 
'. 

In this section we will show that if working capital is introduced. then a trade-off 

arises between dual and uniform exchange rate systems, even if nominal prices are fully 

flexible. The trade-off is that while the impact effect of a financial shock on domestic 

production is lower under DER, but the persistence of the shock is lower under flexible 

rates. 



Under uniform flexible exchange rates (UFL) official and financial transactions are 

not separated. This means that: (1) investors can buy FFE at the same exchange rate at 

. which the nontradeable input ispriced32, and (2) investors are able to sell their holdings of 

FFE at the same exchange rate at which they sell their production of exportables. This 

implies that the profitability of domestic investment relative to overseas investment is 

independent of the ratio It+ll/t. In other words, the arbitrage equation which under DER 
,.. /\ 

is: T'(nvePxt+llPnr[1+i*]-ft+11/t,33 under UFL becomes: 

T'(N,) = [1 + i*} (21) 

Consider a temporary increase in i* at t=l. This increases the profitability of 

.overseas investment relative to domestic investment This induces investors to increase 
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their demand for I+E, reducing the availability of working capital and thus the demand for 

the nontra.deable input (NT!), As a result the marginal product of the NT! goes up, bringing 

(21) back to equilibrium. The reduction in the demand for the NTI at t=1 reduces workers' 

income. Given that they have no access to capital markets, their consumption and welfare 

are reduced. 

Under DER, the temporary increase in i* generates an immediate depreciation and 

an expected future appreciation of /. This creates expected capital losses on the holdings of 

FFE that reduce the extent of the shift from the NTI to FFE at t=1. These insulating forces 

do not exist under UFL because the profitability of FFE relative to the NTI is not affected 

by the behavior of It+ 1 1ft. Consequently, all the adjustment has to come from an increase 

in the marginal product of the NTI. 

Fonnally, under UFL the impact effect of a temporary fijJandal fi~o{;k en the 

production of the NTI is: 

dN}lUFL = [JIT"j-di* < 0 

Using (18) we can express dnlinER as: 

32 In this casePnt=ft="Pct=ftPc*' Pc *=1 and Pxt=frftPx *. 
33 In this case Pxt = Pxto{8tcpft + [1-8t]e} andft '" ftD-Ot] + enOt. 

(22) 
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where, fJ = errD t hll-D) e (h, fJ) 

We can conclude that the impact effect of a temporary increase in i* on the demand for the 

NTI is lower under DER than under UFL (ldN1luFv > IdNUDER!) because f2<ft and 

df2<O' These two inequalities follow from the fact that il>e>f2' as proven in proposition 

II. 

Next, we will show that the persistence of a temporary increase in i* is higher 
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under DER than under UFL. Under DER, the existence of convex penalty costs (IQx) for 

illegally selling FFE in the official market prevents the excess stock supply of FFE from 

being channelled to the official market immediately after f* returns to its original level at 

t=2.34 For the financial market to clear while investors are trying to reduce their holdings of 

FFE, the home currency must be expected to depreciate in order to increase the relative 

profitability of overseas investment. As a result, the availability of working capital remains 

depressed and the fall in demand for the NTI will persist until the excess stock supply of 

FFE (at f=e) is equal to zeroo Under UFL, regardless of the pattern of ft+llft, there is no 

persistence. At t=2 investors can freely sell any excess FFE. This implies that investment 

decisions satisfy: T'{NJ = [1 +i*]. Thus, at t=2 when i* returns to its originaIlevel, the 

production of the NTI returns to its steady state level. 

v. Time Inconsistency of Dual Excbanee Rates Systems. 

A necessary condition for DER to be effective is that in ~e aftennath of a fmanciaI 

shock authorities do not attempt to reduce the excess supply of FFE and that this future 

policy be fully believed by the investors.This requires that: 

34 Convex penalty costs imply that it is more likely that an investor is discovered if he underinvoices once 
a share 8 of his official exports than if he underinvoices twice a share 9/2. We should expect this to happen 

in the real world because the higher 9, the higher the "visibility" of the action. 



• The central bank have ~nough reserves to sustain the current account deficits 

generated by the underinvoicing of exports during periods of negative financial 

shocks. 

• The authorities do not allow the official exchange rate to move in response to 

temporary fmancial disturbances. 

• The authorities will not allow investors to sell their undesired stock ofFFE in the 

official market in the future. More importantly, the authorities must be able to 

credibly precommit themselves to follow this policy in the future. 
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Next, we will discuss why it is difficult for the authorities to precommit to this 

future policy. Suppose that the foreign interest rate increases during t=1 and returns to its 

original level at t=2. At time t=2 the authorities could eliminate the persistence of the 

fmancial disturbance by declaring "amnesty" and allowing investors to sell the excess stock 

supply of FFE in the official market. This would eliminate the need to generate expected 

capital gains on holdings ofFFE (f2<!3) in order to clear the market during t=2 and, 

therefore, would bring the demand for the NTI back to its steady state leve135. Next, note 

that the declaration of amnesty would be Pareto welfare improving from a t=2 perspective. 

Workers in the non tradeable sector would benefit from a higher level of employment. 

Investors would also gain by being able to freely sell their excess stock of FFE in the 

" official market. It is now clear that at t=2 the government will find no opposition from 

workers or investors to declaring amnesty" 

Using a backwards-induction argument, at t=1 the investors know that at t=2, once 

the disturbance is over, the authorities will find it optimal to decl~e amnesty and eliminate 

the excess supply ofFFE. Therefore, the investors know that at t=2 f will not appreciate as 

much. It will follow the path through point C rather than through point B in figure 3. Thus, 

35 The demand for the NT! is determined by: Pxt+llPnt"T'(Nt)=!,+l'!t[1+i·]. In steady state 

ft+l=it=e. 
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at t= 1 the investors predict lower_capital losses on their holdings of FFE and increase the 

extent of the shift from the NTI to FFE. 
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We might conclude that an expected future attempt by the authorities to eliminate the 

persistence of a shock results in a higher impact effect. The financial exchange rate will 

follow not the path "eab" in figure 3 .. -which corresponds to the case where the government 

can precomrnit itself not to change its plan in the future-- but the path "ea'c". Consequently, 

the reduction in employment during t=l would be greater. 

Some authors have proposed a " neutral intervention policy," in which "the 

monetary authority buys foreign exchange in the financial exchange market equal to the net 

loss in official reserves arising from a current account deficit."36 In the model we present,' 

such a policy undennines the insulating properties of DER because by reducing future 

disequilibria in the financial market, a neutral intervention policy lowers the expected 

appreciation of the fmanciaI exchange rate. This in tum amplifies the impact of a temporary 

financial disturbance on domestic production. 

VI. Conclusions. 

In this paper we highlight the links between foreign exchange flows, the availability 

of working capital, and the level of domestic production. We model these links by 
• 0 

recognizing that investors choose the allocation of their wealth between foreign assets and 

working capital simultaneously. The working capital is then invested domestically in a 

non tradeable input, which is transformed into an exportable good after one period. 

Using this structure we analyze how, by limiting the ex~nt of financial foreign 

exchange flows, dual exchange rates insulate an economy from transitory fmancial 

disturbances. We consider the case of a transitory increase in the foreign interest rate. This 

shock induces investors to transfer their wealth abroad, reducing the availability of working 

36 This quote is from Lanyi (1975). For an analysis of central bank intervention under DER see also 
Fleming (1974) and Haaparanta (1986)0 
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capital, and thus the demand for the non tradeable input. Under unifonn exchange rates~ an 

equilibrium is ·reached when the increase in the marginal productivity of the non tradeable 

input is equal to the size of the shock. Under dual rates there exists insulation because the 

expected future appreciation of the fInancial exchange rate creates expected capital losses on 

the holdings of fmancial foreign exchange. However, the profitability of domestic 

investment remains unchanged because the prices of exportables and nontradeables are 

delinked from the fmancial exchange rate. As a result, the net increase in the profitability of 

overseas investment relative to domestic investment is lower than under uniform exchange 

rates. 

The insulation property of dual exchange rates is robust to the introduction of leaks 

between the official and fmancial markets, such as the underinvoicing of exports. Although 

the effective price of exports is linked to the fmancial exchange rate through the illegal sales 

in the financial market, it varies less than proportionally. Therefore, the expected 

appreciation caused by the shock still reduces the profitability of overseas relative to 

domestic investment. 

We also show that a trade-off exists between unifonn and dual exchange rates: the 

impact of a transitory disturbance on production is lower under dual rates, but persistence 

is higher. Persistence is higher under dual exchange rates because the excess stock of 

financial foreign exchange that is generated when the shock ends cannot be sold legally in 

the official market. It is optimally sold gradually through illegal channels. To clear the 

market over this period of time, expected depredations must occur in crder tc ii1C ... ~a.:;c the 

relative profitability of financial foreign exchange. This reduces.~e availability of working 

capital below its steady state level. Under uniform rates, the system attains its steady state 

immediately after the shock has ended. 

Finally, we show that the stated policy of prohibiting the sale of fmandal foreign 

exchange in the official market during future dates is not credible, i.e. is time inconsistent. 

This is because once the fmandal disturbance has ended, the authorities will face no 



. ~pposition from the workers or from the investors should they choose to abandon this 

policy. By abandoning it, the authorities would eliminate persistence and domestic 

production would be immediately reestablished. If authorities cannot credibly precornmit to 

avoid this action in the future, then the impact of the shock would be amplified since 

investors would anticipate the policy reversal. 
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